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About this report
The current report is a description of the Energy System Learning Simulation called REEEMgame, which is
deliverable 7.4 of REEEM project (http://www.reeem.org/). The Energy System Learning Simulation is the
prototype developed within the project. REEEMgame is open source and link to the Github repository containing
the REEEMgame is provided.
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About REEEM
REEEM aims to gain a clear and comprehensive understanding of the system-wide implications of energy
strategies in support of transitions to a competitive low-carbon EU energy society. This project is developed to
address four main objectives: (1) to develop an integrated assessment framework (2) to define pathways towards
a low-carbon society and assess their potential implications (3) to bridge the science-policy gap through a clear
communication using decision support tools and (4) to ensure transparency in the process.
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Introduction to REEEMgame
REEEMgame has been created as part of the REEEM project. The REEEM project is an EU funded project which
aims to gain a better understanding of how energy strategies can help the transition to a low-carbon EU energy
society. The purpose of REEEMgame is to learn about energy systems. Participants will learn how different
decisions affect the energy systems and the outcomes for other stakeholders.

How to Play
The game is a simulation of how the future will look depending on how participants decide to act. In the defaut
scenario there are three roles: EAST, WEST and OBSERVER. The participant who creates the game is the one who
is controlling the game. The creator can invite more participants to the game and has the option to change
participant's roles. Furthermore, the creator is in control of the time. The game is intended as a multiplayer game
where one participant or team acts as EAST and another participant or team acts as WEST. As the name indicates
the OBSERVER role is intended for participants who only observe the game. EAST and WEST can make decisions
that influence the outcome of the game and participants have access to different indicators which can be used
to gain insights into current statistics. The aim of the game is for participants to maximise their overall combined
score, which is calculated as the average of three components: social score, economic score and environmental
score. After each game is finished the simulation is saved and the score is registered.
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Development process
The software development process used in developing REEEMgame is called Scrum. Scrum development is
based on a number of sprints. In the development of REEEMgame 11 sprints were performed. Each sprint had
the following structure:
•

4 weeks long

•

starts with a sprint start meeting, where it is decided which feature should be implemented in the
coming sprint

•

ends with a demo, which is a demonstration of the current state of REEEMgame. After the demo there
is a test, where everyone in the consortium is invited to try out the REEEMgame. The feedback from
the demo and test, is then used in the sprint start meeting for planning the next sprint.

Repository
The repository containing REEEMgame-local is located on GitHub at the following URL:
https://github.com/ReeemProject/REEEMgame-local
In the REEEMgame-local repository is a link to a demo version of REEEMgame.
The repository is where technically advanced stakeholders can get instructions and all necessary source files to
install the game on their own computers, make amendments and new game models in local or forked versions
of the source code.

Getting started
Following is the installation guide which can be found in the repository. In this report there is a short explanation
added after each point.

Prerequisites
Node.js and npm Node.js ^6.9.5, npm ^3.10.10
webpack webpack ^3.7.1
In the repository there are links to the libraries used to install and build REEEMgame-local, node.js and npm and
webpack.
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Installation
npm install

After downloading the repository from GitHub to a folder on a local computer, by typing ‘npm install’ in the
command prompt, third party libraries used by REEEMgame-local are installed.

Build the server and client
npm run build

In the same command prompt as before, typing ‘npm run build’, will build REEEEMgame-local.

Start server at port 6011
npm run start

Make sure port 6011 is not in use
In the same command prompt, typing ‘npm run start’, will start a local server running REEEMgame-local.

Browser
Go to url localhost:6011/game11
Login with name: user1, and password: 123

Game model
The game model and game logic are built up around indicators and participants’ decisions, and the score which
is based on these factors. There are four indicators:
•
•
•
•

Air temperature
Comfort level
CO2 emissions
GDP

Each role has two decisions:
•
•

Energy subsidies
Investments in renewable energy

The score is a combination of three factors:
•
•
•

Social score
Economic score
Environmental score
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The indicators have an initial value defined by the developer and they change during the simulation based on
participants’ decisions. The score is then calculated based on these indicators. The indicators and the score are
calculated on a monthly basis. The relations between the indicators, decisions and scores are explained in the
next section.

The spreadsheet
The game logic is defined in this spreadsheet ([2]). On the left-hand side all the indicators, decisions and scores
are listed for each role as well as some auxiliary values. Furthermore, a list of constants has been defined. The
constants are defined manually while the auxiliary values are calculated based on indicators and decisions.
Along the X-axis we have the time with each column representing one month. The initial values for the indicators
are defined manually. These columns are marked by a yellow colour in the image below. For comfort level, CO2
emissions and GDP this is just the very first value while for air temperature these are the values for the first year.

The rest of the indicators are calculated based on previous values and the decisions and/or the auxiliary values.
For instance, it can be seen on the next page how the value for GDP for role EAST for the second month is
calculated based on the value of the previous month, the values of the two decisions, one auxiliary value and
five of the constants. The images below show how this is calculated in the spreadsheet.
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The two roles share the score, meaning that they have to cooperate. The scores are calculated based on the
values of the indicators that month as well as a benchmark based on the initial values of the indicators. For
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instance, the social score for the second month is calculated based on the comfort level of EAST and the
comfort level for WEST and the benchmark which is sum of the initial comfort levels of EAST and WEST. The
image below shows a screenshot of this calculation. The combined score is the average of the three score
factors: social, environmental and economic score.
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Implementation
The game logic has been implemented in the game based on the spreadsheet. There are four files that define
the game logic:
•

availableData.ts contains the indicators, the auxiliary values and the constants

•

decision.ts contains the decisions

•

keyPerformanceIndicators.ts contains the score

•

mainGameLogic.ts is resposible for binding it all together.

They are located in the gamelogic folder ([3]). The initial values of the indicators are defined in the file
Overlay.ts.
The calculations of indicators and scores are the same as in the spreadsheet. For instance looking at how the
GDP is calculated again it can be observed that five constants are used and these correspond to the constants
defined in the spreadsheet. Going into the CalculateValue function the first three variables: gdpLastMonth,
energySubsidiesLastMonth and investmentInRenewableLastMonth, are the GDP from last month and the values
of the two decisions. The auxiliary value, sixMonthMinComfort, called 6 month min avg hous temp comfort in
the spreadsheet, is then calculated. Using these values the GDP is calculated as in the spreadsheet. The code is
listed below.
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Looking at how the social score is calculated it can again be observed how this is the same as in the spreadsheet.
The benchmark has been hardcoded in the code but is the same as in the spreadsheet. It can then be seen how
the calculations are carried out using the comfortableHousingTemperature, which is called comfort level in the
spreadsheet. The code for the calculations is listed below.

It is possible to change the model by changing the code and rebuild the software. Instructions for changing the
model are found at the following URL:
https://github.com/ReeemProject/REEEMgame-local/wiki/How-to-Change-the-Model-of-the-Game
The URL is a link to the wiki page, which is a part of the GitHub repository containing the Learning simulation.
The wiki page will be extended as the project progresses.
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